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Agenda
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Time Subject

10:00 1. Welcome & Tour de table

10:10 2. Meeting objectives

10:15 3. Update on national & European activities: Presentations by EASE and ENESA members

12:30 Lunch

13:30 4. Presentation by Trinomics on Commission-tendered study on Energy Storage

14:15 Continuation of agenda point 3

15:00 5. Topic of the day: subsidy schemes / tax incentives for storage

15:50 6. Topic of the day for the next meeting & next steps

15:55 7. Date, time and location of next meeting

16:00 8. Closing



1. Welcome and Tour de table
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1. Exchanging information

What happens at EU level will affect the national level and vice versa. Information exchange is
paramount to face the many challenges energy storage will encounter in the months and years
ahead.

2. Cooperating on strategy

What strategies are being used where? What can we learn from each other?

All sides should know and understand what the others are doing.
We need to come up with an arrangement to facilitate cooperation on all relevant topics and keep up a 

regular exchange of information and ideas. 

2. Meeting objectives
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Composition of the EP for the period 2014 to 2019

3. Update on national/European activities
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European elections



New composition of the EP for the period 2019 to 2024

3. Update on national/European activities
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European elections



3. Update on national/European activities
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European elections – Formation of the new European Commission



3. Update on national/European activities
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European elections – New European Commission

❖ On 10 September 2019, European
Commission President-elect Ursula von der
Leyen presented the Commissioners-
designate and a new power structure

❖ Most relevant for storage:

• Kadri Simson – Commissioner for Energy

• Frans Timmermans – Vice-President in
charge of European Green Deal (see next
slide)

• Mariya Gabriel – Commissioner for
Innovation and Youth (DG Research)

• Maroš Šefčovič – Vice President in charge
of Interinstitutional Relations and
Foresight (still in charge of EU Battery
Alliance)

https://ec.europa.eu/commission/sites/beta-political/files/web_pdf.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/interim/commissioners-designate
https://www.thinglink.com/card/1228646341668765701?fullscreen=true


3. Update on national/European activities
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European elections – New European Commission: Green Deal

❖ European Commission President-elect Ursula von der Leyen has
proposed to make climate change a key priority of the next Commission.
She has pledged to publish a ‘European Green Deal’ within 100 days of
starting her tenure.

❖ Frans Timmermans is nominated as Vice-President of the European
Commission in charge of the European Green Deal (more information can
be found in his nomination letter)

❖ The outline of the European Green Deal includes several proposals of
interest to the storage sector:

✓ Revision of 2030 decarbonisation targets (-55% emissions compared
to 1990) & target of net-zero emissions by 2050

✓ Industrial strategy focused on circular economy and clean
technologies

✓ Investment plan for sustainable/green investments

✓ ‘European Climate Pact’ with regions, local authorities, schools, etc

https://ec.europa.eu/commission/sites/beta-political/files/political-guidelines-next-commission_en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/sites/beta-political/files/mission-letter-frans-timmermans-2019_en.pdf


❖ The European Commission is planning to propose a ‘Gas Package’ in 2020 to address topics such as
decarbonised and renewable gases

❖ Possible topics for the new Gas Package were discussed at the last Madrid Forum, held on 5-6 June 2019

▪ The forum gathers key EU policymakers and stakeholders discussing the creation of the internal gas
market

❖ The focus of this Madrid Forum was on:

▪ strategic consideration of the role of gas in decarbonising the EU energy mix;

▪ the potential of sector integration to decarbonise different sectors of the EU economy;

▪ how best to use the synergies between the electricity and gas sectors in a cost-efficient energy
transition.

❖ EASE published a paper with recommendations for certification of renewable and low-carbon gases

3. Update on national/European activities
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Gas Package

https://ec.europa.eu/info/events/32nd-madrid-forum-2019-jun-05_en
http://ease-storage.eu/recommendations-on-certification-of-renewable-and-low-carbon-hydrogen/


❖ The Commission is currently considering a regulatory proposal for sustainability requirements
that must be met by all batteries manufactured and/or deployed in the EU.

❖ Objectives: to make Europe a global leader in producing and using sustainable batteries and to
boost growth of high-performance battery cells and battery modules/packs with the smallest
possible environmental footprint.

❖ From 13 June to 8 August 2019 the Commission ran a Public Consultation on Sustainability
Requirements for Batteries

❖ EASE submitted a response addressing several key points:

▪ mobile and stationary storage devices work differently and thus should not have the same
requirements;

▪ sustainable use and reuse of materials and avoiding inappropriate end-of-life disposal;

▪ open-mindedness: not excluding some technologies from the market → technology
neutrality is key

3. Update on national/European activities
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Sustainability Requirements for Batteries

http://ease-storage.eu/sustainability-requirements-for-batteries/


❖ Many EASE members are deploying energy storage projects on islands → attractive business case; many
opportunities for storage

❖ EASE has joined various partnerships to support efforts to decarbonise islands: Greening the Islands
Observatory and Clean Energy for EU Islands

❖ EASE is also organizing an “Energy Storage on Islands” workshop on 21 November 2019:

✓ Showcasing storage projects on islands (interconnected, non-interconnected, soon-to-be-
interconnected)

✓ Covering technologies/applications/business cases but also regulation/policy/market design

✓ Interactive session in the afternoon to allow participants to debate key issues and come up with
recommendations

❖ More information available here: https://ease.events.idloom.com/es-on-islands

❖ ENESA members are welcome to propose speakers/moderators from among their membership

3. Update on national/European activities
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Energy storage on islands

https://ease.events.idloom.com/es-on-islands


❖ The recently amended Energy Performance in Buildings Directive (part of Clean Energy Package)
includes provisions to establish an optional scheme for rating the smart readiness of buildings.

❖ The Smart Readiness Indicator (SRI) will be used to measure a building’s capacity to use new
technologies to interact with the grid and improve energy efficiency. This indicator will
incentivise more flexibility, as it will cover features such as smart meters, recharging points for
EVs, and energy storage.

❖ The Commission has launched a public consultation on the SRI to offer stakeholders the
opportunity to contribute to the SRI development process, in particular

▪ to the establishment of the definition and methodology of the SRI and

▪ detailing the technical modalities for the effective implementation of the scheme.

→ EASE is preparing a consultation reply that will highlight the role of energy storage and the
need for more incentives for building owners to install storage & increase flexibility of buildings

3. Update on national/European activities
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Smart Readiness Indicator

https://ec.europa.eu/energy/en/consultations/consultation-establishment-smart-readiness-indicator-buildings


❖ EASE is a member of three European Stakeholder Committees (ESCs) following Network Code
implementation:

▪ Grid Connection ESC

▪ System Operation ESC

▪ Market ESC and Balancing Stakeholder Group

❖ All 3 committees allow EASE to receive regular updates related to the Network Codes and their
implementation, e.g.:

▪ common European methodologies and other activities led by ENTSO-E as required by the
network codes;

▪ issues related to network code implementation: divergent understanding of network code
requirements in different member states; issues due to technology developments

3. Update on national/European activities
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Storage in the Network Codes



❖ 3 Expert Groups started in September 2018:

▪ EG on Storage Devices

▪ EG on Pumped Hydro Storage

▪ EG on Mixed Customer Sites 

❖ EGs have produced recommendations on whether the Grid Connection Network Codes should be 
updated to address concerns/technology developments

❖ Final recommendations were delivered to the Grid Connection ESC in June 2019

▪ Report on Storage

▪ Report on Mixed Customer Sites

▪ Meeting reporting on Pumped Hydro Storage

3. Update on national/European activities
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Storage in the Network Codes – Grid Connection Codes

https://docstore.entsoe.eu/Documents/Network%20codes%20documents/Implementation/stakeholder_committees/GSC/2019_06_05/TOP.%205.%20GC%20ESC_EG_STORAGE_final%20draft%20(not%20edited).pdf
https://docstore.entsoe.eu/Documents/Network%20codes%20documents/Implementation/stakeholder_committees/GSC/2019_06_05/TOP.%206.%20GC%20ESC_EG_Mixed%20Customer%20Sites_final%20draft%20report.pdf
https://docstore.entsoe.eu/Documents/Network%20codes%20documents/Implementation/stakeholder_committees/GSC/2019_06_05/TOP.%205.%20Report%20from%20EG%20PSH.pdf


❖ Current status: Draft report presented to the Grid Connection ESC on 5 June:

❖ Still to be decided (by the GC ESC): how to now implement the recommendations of this report

3. Update on national/European activities
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Storage in the Network Codes – EG on Storage Devices



3. Update on national/European activities
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*** Presentation by Frank Gerard and João Gorenstein Dedecca ***

4. Presentation by Trinomics on Energy Storage Study
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❖ Does your country have subsidy schemes or tax incentives for energy storage? What is your association’s
position?

✓ If yes, what do these look like? Do they address a specific segment (e.g. behind-the-meter) or
technology? How effective are they?

✓ If no, why not? Are there discussion about introducing subsidy schemes/incentives?

❖ At EU level, there is no discussion at present about subsidies or incentives for storage. However, EU
policymakers are investigating several different ways to support storage deployment:

✓ Reviewing State Aid Guidelines related to energy projects (only for very large-scale projects connected at
HV level)

✓ Important Project of Common European Interest being considered for batteries manufacturing

✓ Next Commission will review the Energy Taxation Directive

✓ Review of Energy Lending Criteria by European Investment Bank; push for sustainable/green finance
under new Commission

✓ Subsidies for storage could be introduced in the EU Action Plan for Storage Policy (deliverable of
Commission study on storage) → what do ENESA members think?

5. Topic of the Day
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Subsidy Schemes/Tax Incentives for Storage



Any ideas for topic of the day at the next ENESA meeting?

When shall we hold our next ENESA meeting?

6. Topic of the day for the next meeting and next steps
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7. Any other business
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